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Die diesjährige Tagung Komplexe Analysis fand unter der Leitung von J.-P. Demailly
(Grenoble). K. Hulek (Hannover) und T. Petemell (Bayreuth) statt. Insgesamt nahmen
41 Mathematiker aus 8 Ländern an der Tagung teil und es wurden 19 Vonräge gehalten.
Einige der Schwerpunkte der Themen waren: Klassifikationstheorie. Mirrorsymmetrie und
Calabi-Yau-Varietäten. Gromov-Witten Invarianten, Abbildungen von Mannigfaltigkeiten.
Verschwindungs- und Dualitätssätze sowie homogene Räume und Gruppenoperationen. Das
Tagungsprogramm ließ viel Zeit für Diskussionen und für die Zusammenarbeit der Tagung
steilnehmer. was auch ausgiebig genutzt wurde.

Dank einer Unterstützung im Rahmen des EU..Programmes TMR (Training and Mo
bility of Researchers) konnten zusätzlich einige jüngere Mathematiker zu der Tagung
eingeladen werden. Dies ist einerseits eine hervorragende Förderung des wissenschaft
lichen Nachwuchses und gibt andererseits den etablierten Kollegen die Gelegenheit.
besonders begabte junge Mathematiker kennenzulernen.
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Abstracts

K. Amerik: Morphisms between smooth projective threefo/ds

(Partly joint work with A. Van de Ven (Leiden»

Theorem: If X. Y are smooth projective 3-folds such that b2(X) == b2(Y) == I andf: X 
Y is amorphism. then degj is bounded in tenns of the discrete invariants of X and Y
(Conjecturally this should be true for any dimension when Y i= IPn or an elliptic curve.)

The case where Y is of general type is trivial and the case where Y is Fano is proved using
the classification of Fano 3-folds. In the case when Y has trivial canonical class. there is the
following general result:

If X. Y are smooth projective of dimension 1l. if NS(X) =' NS(Y) ~ Z and if CI (y).== 0 in
H2(y~ IR). then the degree of a morphism j : X -+ Y is bounded unless Y is flat. i.e. is a
quotient A/ G where A is abelian and G is a finite fr~ely acting group.

In dimension 3. we prove that such a quotient Y == A/G cannot have b2(Y) == I. This result
is elementary for dimension 2 and 4, and we hope that. according to the conjecture. it should
be true in general.

D. Barlet: Transferring ampleness of the normal bundle to the incidence divisor

We present our recent joint work with Jon Magnusson (Iceland) on this subjecl. Dur motiva
tions for this problem came from

I) M. Kaddar: loeal construction of the relative fundamental class in Deligne cohomology
for an analytic family of n-cycles in a complex manifold Z. which allows to associate a line
bundle on Cn(Z) (cycle space of Z) to any codimension (n + I)-cycle in Z.

2) the problem to try to pass from positivity of the nonnal bundle in high codimension to a
codimension I analogue.

[) Incidence divisor: We explain how to build up a functorial Cartier divisor structure on
the incidence set in the following situation: Y C Z is a local complete intersection of codi
mension " + I in the manifold Z. (Xs )SES is an analytic family of ll-cycles in Z such that
p-I (Y) ~ S is finite and with an empty interior image (here t c S x Z is the graph of the
family and p : Z-. Z and 1t : Z -. S are the projeclions).

11) Integration of meromorphic cohomology classes. The main result is to huild up a func
torial map J.: Hl~il (Oz) -+ H(~YI(Os) in the previous setting. wh~ch is a filtered Inap (here
HI~I denotes the algebraic pan of the local cohomology. the filtration is given hy the inlagc

on the Ext~)l( Oz/ I;. -) where IA is the defining ideal of A and where v E N·). Wc dcnote
by 1:y the (Canier) incidence divisor constructed in I.

111) Transfer of ampleness. We explain that for Sand Y compact and Nr ..z ulnplc. \\'c are
able to build up a lot of sections of Nr.rl;. so with suitable hypotheses on tllc way thc l:YL'lcs
(XJ)SES meet Y. we get that the Kodaira dimension of [1:rl (as a linc bundlc in S) is Inaxifllal.
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IV) Transfer of metric. We explain how in our previous situation (but now conlpletely loeal
again) it is possible to define, in a natural way, a singular continuous metric on N!.rls f~om a

C2 metric on Ny /z and to get a rather precise control about the curvature.

A. Beauville: Camplex manifolds with splil tangent bundle

Let X be a compact Kähler manifold. We expect that any direct sum decomposition Tx =
ffiiE/Ei of its tangent bundle comes from a splitting of the universal covering space of X as a
product OiEI Vi, in such a way that the given decomposition Tx = ffiEi lifts to the canonical
decomposition Tnu; = EaTuj' We prove this assertion when X is a Kähler-Einstein manifold
or a Kähler surface. Simple examples show that the Kähler hypothesis is necessary.

M. de Catalda: The Douady space ofa camplex analytic smooth surface

(Joi!!t work with L. Migliorini (Florence»

Let X be a quasi-projective nonsingular complex surface. Göttsche computed'a generating
function for the Beui numbers of the Hilbert scheme x[n] of n-points on X. Nakajima used
this result to endow the vector space Ean>O H· (xln], Q) with a structure of irreducible highest
weight representa~ionof a certain Heisenberg I Clifford algebra associated with X.

Göttsche proved his fonnula using the Weil conjectures. Later, Göttsche-Sorgel proved the
same fomula using the Decomposition Theorem of Beilinson-Bemstein-Deligne( -Gabber)
and Saito.

We prove such a decomposition theorem for every complex analytic smooth surface (i.e.
not necessarily quasi-projective, e.g. non-Kähler) directly, i.e. using the geometry of thc
symmetrie producls of X and avoiding lhe methods of perverse sheaves.

In this more general context, the Hilbert schemes are replaced by the Douady spaces. More
over, choosing as incarnation für the constant complex on the Douady spaces the complex of
currents, the Decomposition Theorem is proved, not as a statement in the derived category.
but directly via a concrete morphism of complexes.

As consequences, we can prove the analogue of Göttsche's formulas and of Nakajima's
theorem for X an arbitrary complex analytic smooth surface.

In addition, it has been noted that the dimensions of the topological K-theory of xl"j (Q
coefficients) coincide with the corresponding equivariant K-theory KSn (X"). Bezruka\'niko\'
Ginzburg prove that this is realized· by a natural isomorphism. We propose a similar natural
isomorphistn by a different method which sterns from the Decomposition Theorem.

f: Catanese: Singular bidouble covers and the construction of inleresting alKebraic
surfaces

I descrihc work in progress motivated by the foUowing problem raised by Enriques:
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Problem: Construct surfaces with Pg == 4, birationaJ canonicaJ map 'PI. and K2 high,

Franchetta constructed such surfaces with K 2 == 6~ ... ~ 10 (K2 = 5 being obvious). Burniat
obtained the vaJues K2 = J I.... ~ 16. Enriques had conjectured that K2

=: 24 shoukJ be (he
maximum possible.

Theorem: There exists such a surface with Pg == 4, <1>1 birational, K2 == 28.

The result is based on a systematic study of bidouble covers, that is, finite flat Galois covers
with group (71/2)2. A basic model is as folIows: consider the equations

(

XI WI W2)
rk WI X2 W3 == 1

W2 W3 X3

describing the cone over the Veronese surface V. V ~ IP2, and if we take coordinates (Yi) in
1JD2 such that Xi = yf, "\.'k = Yi)'j, then the projection 7t: V ~ IP2 given by the diagonal entries is
the standard model of abidouble cover p2 ---. p2, (y;) 1-+ (Xi == y7). There is indeed a structure
theorem for bidouble covers, which, in case where the base is smooth, stales:

Structure Theorem (Catanese, Hahn-Miranda): Let Y~ X be a finite flat (Z/2)2 cover. wirh
char k i- 2. Then there exist Hne bundles L; on X, with coordinate W;. and divisors Dj on X.
with equation (Xj) such that Y is defined, in the total space of the vector bundle LI ft L2 -+ L.~.

by equarions (*).

A basic formuJa is that. since Y is C-M, 1t.(1)y = Olx EB EBiOlX(L;}.

One observes that Y is smooth if the divisors Dj are smooth and transversal.

Bur one can relax on this assumption, and then take a minimal resolution S of Y. One studies.
in the case of surfaces. how a tripJe (PI ~J12~J.l3) of multipJicities at a point p (of the respecrive
divisors Di) affect K2 and X. One has a small lable

( l, I, I) K 2 1 I X= same,
(3,1,0) K 2 1 J X1 J,

(2.2.0) K2 14 X1 I,
(2,1,0) K 2 1 1 Xequal.

Therefore. if we want to wive weil in surface geography. the first two singuJarities are very rA.
good. For instance. P. Bumiat used In (1,1,1) points and 3 (3.1) points to construct surfaces .,
with p~ = 0 and K~ = 6 -111 (0::; nl :::; 4). He chose for Dj 3 lines through a point in p2.

A. Gathmana: Gromov-Witten- aad degeneration invariants

The goal of degeneration invariants is to determine numbers of curves in a smooth COlllpkx
projective variety X satisfying incidence conditions with given generic suhvariclies of X. anti
in addition satisfying certain multiplicity condilions to a fixed hypcrsurface Y C X, WC will
restriet our aUcntion (0 curves of genus zero.

To state ehe idea of (he degeneration techniques.let Y c X hc given and considcr thc cxanlplc
that one wants to count rational curves in X (with givcn homology cJass) inlc:rsc:c(ing gen~rü:
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points PI . .... P" EX. One then moves one Pi after the other away from its generic posilion
such that it now lies in Y. In each such "degeneration step", some of the curves satisfying the
incidence conditions will become reducible. splitting off an irreducible component conlained
in Y. The other components will in general have higher multiplicities to Y at the point wherc
they meet the component contained in Y. The number of these reducible curves can then be
calculated recursively by the same methods. similarly to the Gromov-Winen case.

R. Vakil has developed these techniques for the case where X = 1FT and Y is a hyperplane. If
one wants to generalize these methods to the case of arbitrary X and Y. one needs a theory
of virtual fundamental c1asses for the moduli spaces under consideration. This has heen
established so far in the case where X = 1FT and Y is an arbitrary (possibly non-convex)
smooth hypersurface. In this case. one can use the Veronese embedding of degree deg Y.
such that Y becomes a hyperplane section in X. This embedding can be used to deflne virtual
fundamental classes on the moduli spaces considered. and to carry over the results of Yakil to
the hypersurface case. As a result. one gets relations between the Gromov-Witten invariants
of X and Y and the degeneration invariants of Y C X.

M. Gross: Mirror symmetry and special Lagrangian librations

We gave a refined version of the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow mirror symmetry ~onjecturc.

Roughly putt this says that mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau manifolds X and X possess special
Lagrangian T"-fibrations f: X -+ Band J: X-+ B which are "dua)"'.

The refined version of this conjecture gives a hint as to how to construct symplectic and conl
plex structures on the mirror. The complex structure on X is determined by a holomorphü:
n-form Q. and the symplectic structure by the Kähler form <.t> of a Ricci-flat metric. Thc
form (l) along with a B-field!1. E H 1(B~ R1f/R/7l) should determine the complex s"tructurc on
X, while Q should determine the symplectic form ö> on X. We gave a detailed explanation
of how the lauer is accomplished. along with some suggestion of how the former might hc
accomplished.

s. He/mke: Global generation of iJdjoint linear systems

In 1985 T. Fujita raised the following

Conjecture A: Let X be a smooth projective variety over C and H an anlplc divisor on X.
Then IKx +nlHI is base point free if 111 > " = dimX or if 111 =" and H" > ].

The case X = 1P" with a hyperplane section H shows that the bound on '" is optinlal. Latcr
this was generalized to the

Conjecturc B: Let (X.~) be KLT, projective and L a nef divisor on X such that L" > ,,'1 and
Kx + ~ + L is Cartier. If x E Bs(Kx +.~ + L). then there is a subvariety Z 3 x such that
LtlZ< "c/. \\'here cl = dimZ.

Clearly conjccture B implies conjecture A. In the talk I explained sonle tcchniquc \\'hich
leads to a proof of conjecture B at least if X is smooth of dimension ~ 5.
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y. Ka wamata: Deformations of canonical singularities and invsriance of plurigenera

I reported some reeent progress on the extension problem of plurieanonical forms from a
divisor to the ambient space. The main theorems are as folIows:

Theorem I (Siu, K., Nakayama): Let f : X ~ S be a proper ftat morphism of algebraie
varielies. Assume that the fibers /-1 (5) = Xs have onl)' canonieal singularities und that the
gene~ic fiber Xll satisfies (he abundance condition: K(Xll ) == v(Xll ). Then the plurigenera
Pm (Xs) are eonstant on s far aJI m ~ O.

Theorem 2 (K., Nakayama): Let f : X ~ S be a flat deformation of singularities. Assume
that a fiber Xs has only canonical (resp. terminal) singularities. Then so have all the nearby
tibers.

The proof uses a trieky induetion on multiplier ideals developed by Siu.

S.. Kebekus: Quasihomogeneous projective t~reefolds

Let X be a smooth projective threefold and G a connected algebraic group acting alge
braically on X. In this context all steps of the minimal model program are equivariant. If one
assurnes additionally that G acts almost transitively, Le. that the G-aetion has an open orbit.
then [he minimal model program always leads to a contraction of fiber type over a base Y.
i.e. 10 a Mori fiber space. In this talk we cJassify these varieties in the case where G is linear
algebraic and not solvable.

The assumption ulinear algebraie" is made to rute out vacieties which are bundles over their
Albanese torus.

The following are the main examples which occur in the classification. Here a "linear bun
dIe'" is a variety of the form IP(E). where E is a vector bundle. Call IP(E) "splitting'" if E
iso

• The special Fano vacieties Vs and Vt2'

• The weighted projective spaces P(I, 1.2.3) and P(l.1. J,2}'

• Varielies over Y ~ IP'I which are locally isomorphie 10 adeformalion of a quadrie e
surface, and eertain quotients of these varieties.

• Singular varieties arising as very special quotients of splitting linear IF'I-bundles over
y ~lF'2.

• Linear lPt-bundles over Hirzebruch surfaces Y whieh are constructed froln a trivial1F 1

bundle by repeatedly perfonning cenain welJ-described elementary transfonnations.

c. Laurent: Same new separation theorems (ar the Dolbeau" cohomo/ol!Y

(Joint work with Jürgen Leiterer. Berlin)
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We use Serre duality for cohomology with support to prove the following theorem:

!heorem: Let X be an Il·dimensional complex manifold which is q-concave-q* -convex. I :s
q ~ 11 - I and I ~ q* :s 11. and E a holomorphic vector bundle over X. We denote by <I>
the family of closed subsets of X which are compact at the concave end of X, then the dual
family <1>* of <I> consists of all closed subsets of X which are compaet at the convex end of
X. The following three statements hold:

(i) If max(q + I. q*) ~ r ~ 11, then dimH~r(X ~ E) < +00.

(ii) IfO ~ r ~ min(n -q~ll-q*+ I), then H~·:(X.E·) is separated.

(iii) If 0 S; r ~ min(n - q - I, II - q*), then dimH~·:(X, E*) < +00.

From this theorem we deduee the following results:

Corollary I: Let X be an n·dimensional complex manifold. 11 ~ 3, which is q-concavc
(n - q)-convex, I S; q ::; 11 - I. If q < ~, then for any vector bundle E over X. Ho.lJ-q(X. E)
is separated.

Corollary 2: Let Y be a compact complex space of dimension Il, whose singular s~t S consists
of a finite number of points. Set X = Y\S, let some subset So of S be fixed and q~note by <1>

the family of aJl closed subsets C of X such that Y\C is a neighborhood of So.. Then for any

holomorphic vector bundle E over X, H~n-I (X ~ E) is separated.

R. Lazarsfeld: Vanishing theorems and the effective N~lIstellensatz

In recent years. there has been a great deal of interest in the effective NulistelIensatz for
homogeneous ideals in C[To~ ... ~ Tn ]. In joint work with L. Ein, we prove a statetncnt which
strengthens in several respects and clarifies the geometrie underpinnings of results of Brow
nawelI and Kolhir and others. The result is the following:

Theorem: Let X be a smooth complex projective variety of dimension Il. let L Oe an amplc
line bundle on X. and let DI . ... ~ Dm E ILI be divisors in the corresponding linear serie~.

where for simplicity we suppose that the Dj have no common eomponents. Set B == 1JI n
... nD", (scheme-theoretic intersection). Z = Bred, and) = lOx( -D;) C Ox the ideal shcaf
of B. Then there exists a canonical decomposition Z = U~= I Z; of Z as a union of I irreducihle
and reduced subvarieties, plus integers r; > O. such that one has:

(i) Lr; degL(Z;) ~ d~gL(X) = fxc,(L)".

(ii) Jlrdll+llj n··· nJ!r,(II+I)! c J. where )Irl = r-th symbolic power of)' (so )i,.j is the sheaf
ZI Z, z, z, z,

of germs of funetions vanishing to order ~ r at the general point of Z;).

(iii) if A is a line bundle on X such that A (9L -(11+1) is ample. and if.\" E r(x. (Jx(Kx +A))

is a section vanishing to order ~ r,(" + I ) on Z;. then we can write J == 1.\")"). where J, E

r(x. ~(Dj)) is the section defining Dj. and hi E r(x. (Jx(Kx +A - L}).

Previous work corresponds (0 the case X = IP".

1\-'. 1\1ella: Applic8tions of L~LC minimal centers to projecth'e 2eomelr.\'
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A nlorphism f : Y ----. X with conneeted fibers between normal varieties is called Fano-Mori
ir -Kr is f-ample. To such a morphism is naturally associated a line bundle Land a rational
number r. and the holomorphie sections of L help to understand the geometry of f : Y - X.

Using the' Kawamata Base Point Free teehnique and the notion and properties of CLC mini
mal centers we answer some problems coneeming seetions of L for special values of r.

In particular we prove the Mukai conjecture, concluding in such a way the Mukai classifica
tion. and the Andreatta-Wisniewski conjecture about relative base point freeness of L when
dimF(f) ~ r+ l.

Y; Miyaoka: On the canonical degree ofcurves on a surface ofgeneral type

Let X be a smooth projective (or compact Kähler) manifold over C and C c X an irreducible.
possibly singular. curve of geometrie genus g. Then we can show

Theorem: Ir Kx is oef. then the "canonical degree" KC is bounded from above by a function
in 'R{C). ci(X) and C2(X).

In particular. if X is a surface of general type, we have

Corollary: The number of rational I elliptic curves on a surface of general type is bounded
by a function depending only on the diffeomorphism type of the surface.

The proof of the theorem is obtained by closely looking at the symmetrie tensors of nk and
their restrietion to the eurve C. which are highly unstable whenever C has large canonieal
degree compared to the genus.

\it: Oxbury: SO(8)-bundles and trigonal curves

Let (C.g~) be a trigonal curve and G(C) = {(P!q) E C x<c Ig~ - p - q effective} the associ
ated Galois S-,-curve over pi. A Galois Spins-bundle (on C) means a Spinx-bundle F - G(C)
such that for all R E S.~ one has g. F = FK. where FK denotes the triality action on the structure
group.

The talk described recent work with S. Ramanan (TIFR. Bombay) in wh ich we construct a
moduli space Me of such (semistable) bundles with propenies: e
(i) SUc(2) ~ Me as semistable boundary (SUc(2) = moduli space of semistable rank 2
veetor bundles E ----. C with det E := 0).

(ii) Me is smooth of dimension 7g(C) - 14 away from SUc(2).

8
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direcl
image

Prym(C.ll) - Recillas

(iii) for all 11 E Jc(2]\ {O} non-trivial 2-torsion point there exists a commutative diagram

Jac(R)

I
SUR(2)

I
SUc(2y'------- Me·

I explained the motivation for these constructions from the case x(C) = 4. where we expect
Mc~ unique Heisenberg-invariant quartic in 1201 ~ pl5 singular along the image of SUc(2).

s. Usui: Partial compactification ofarithmetic quotients of class;fy;ng spaces of Hodge
structures -. ~;. < .

(Joint work with Kazuya Kato)

This work is an attempt to add "points at infinity" to the classifying space of polarized Hodge
structures (PH for short) of arbitrary weight. It bases on the following two ideas~ ..

(I) We introduce the notion of upolarized log Hodge structures" (PLH for short). PLH is
defined by using the theory of logarithmic structures of Fontaine-lIlusie and it works weil
in the analysis of degenerations of PH. Dur principle is that we can enlarge the dassifying
space of PH as D := (classifying space of PH) c (classifying space of PLH) == (spacc of
nilpotent orbits). --

(2) We introduce the notions of "generalized analytic spaces" and "generalized fs log ana
Iytic spaces". In fact, our extended space f\Dr :> r\D is not in general an analytic spacc.
Sometimes. it is like the space S:= {(x.y) E C2

1x:l O} U {(O.O)}. The space r\l)r and th~

above space S are "generalized analytic spaces" or even "generaJized fs log analytic spaccs".
A crucial point is that. to endow a structure of "generalized analytic space" on such aho\'c
set S. we endow it with the so-called "strong topoJogy" which is strictly strongcr than thc
topology as a subspace of C2•

Dur main result says that the "generalized fs log analytic space" r\/Jr. is a nloduli spacc 01'
polarized log Hodge structures. This reaJizes one of the dream.'i of Griftirhs in Bull. AMS 76
(1970).

This work is a continuation of the study (Usui. Töhoku J. Math. 47 (1995)) on a pan 01' r\/)r.
and is also a continuation of the study (K. Kato and C. Nakayama. Prcpuhl. Uni\'. Tokyo
UTMS95-16) on logarithmic complex gconletry. We use Schmid's thenry in the proofs.

Remark: In the case D being a Hermitian symmetric domain. our r\/Jr (oincidcs with a
toroidal compactitlcation of Mumford et al. So ours are generalizations of thcirs.

c. Voi.~;n: The Griffith... 1!roup of a 1!eneral (~a/abi- }'au threefold ;.~ nol finilely 1!ener
sted
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If X is a smooth projective complex variety. dimX = 11. one defines the intermediate Ja
cobians of X as folIows: j2k-I(X) = H2k-I(X.C)/(FkH2k-I(X)ffJH2k-I(X.Z)). where
F kH2k-1 (X) = ff:),,?:k HP.2k-l-p(X).

The AbeJ-Jacobi map <I1 is defined on [he group B1,om (X) of eyeles homoJogous to zero.
with values in )2k-1 (X) ~ Fn-I<+ 1H 2n - 21<+ I (X)j H2n-2k+1 (X! Z). It assoeiates to Z =ar the
element Ir E F"- k+ 1H 2n - 2k+ 1(X). which is well-defined up to the periods.

One knows that if the eomplex torus J 2k - 1(X) does not eantain any non-trivial complex
subtorus with tangent space cantained in Hk-J.k(X) C TJ2k-1 (X). the AbeJ-Jacobi map fac
tors through the countable group Grifr(X) = B~()m(X)jB~'$(X). This is the case if X is a
general Calabi-Yau threefold and k = 2. We prove the followlng, whieh generalizes theorems
of CJcmens and Griffiths.

Theorem: Let X be a non-rigid CaJabi-Yau threefoJd. Then (Im <1>x,) 0 Q is infinite-dimen
sional over Q für a general defonnation X, of X" In particular, Griff(X,) 0 Q is infinite
dimensional over Q.

J. Winkelmaßß: Compact manifolds with large automorphism groups

'For areal Riemannian differentiable manifold M of (real) dimension 11 the dimension of
. the group of isometries is bounded by ~. If this bound is reaehed. then M Inust be
isomorphie to ooe of the foHowing: Hn, Rn, lPn(lR), sn. By [he theorem of Bochner und
Montgomery for every compaet complex inanifold X the automorphism grüup Aut(X) has
the structure of a finite dimensional complex Lie group. In view of the above nlentioned fact
on Riemannian manifolds it is natural [0 ask whether there exists abound on the dinlension of
the automorphism group whieh depends only on. the dimension of X. For arbitrary compact
eomplex manifolds this is wrong: Easy counterexamples are provided by the Hirzebrueh
surfaees. On the' other hand. results of Borel and Remmert imply that dirn Aut(X) :S 11

2 + 211
for every Kähler compaet homogeneaus eomplex manifold X and that this bound is achieved
only for X ~ IPIl (C). Remmert raised the question whether the Kähler assumption in this
statement is reaHy neeessary. Akhiezer proved that there is some function f : N ~ N such
that dimAut(X) ~ j(dimX) für every compact eomplex homogeneous manifoJd X. In an
article which is accepted for publication in the Inventiones mathematicae. we (D. Snow and .1
J. Winkelmann) show lhallhere is a sequence of compacl complex homogeneous manifolds e
Xt with dim(Xt) = 3k+ 1and dimAut(Xk ) ~ 3k+3k

• Thus (he bound f(l1) für rhe dimension
of Aut(X) eannot be hetter than exponential in dimX. ~

J. Wolf: Complex ßag manifolds and double libration transforms

Let G be a eomplex semisimple Lie group. Qa parabolic subgroup. Z = G/Q Ihe correspon<.J
ing complex flag manifold. and Go a real form of G. There are only tinitcly Inany Go-orhils
on Z. Cenain of these orbits give a geometrie construetion of. and lead to analyti<.: infornla
lion on. the tempered representations of Go. Those are the irreducihle unirary rcprc:scntalions
that occur in the Plancherel fonnula for Go. in other words that are invol\'ed in the kft regular
representation of Go on L2( Go). ~~wever there are many other irreducihle lInitary rcrr~sen-
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tations. Those others occur in interesting situations but are not yet weil understood. Here I
indicate an approach that may be useful.

Fix an open orbit D = Go(z) in Z. If Ko is an appropriate maximal compact ~ubgroup of Go
then Y = Ko(z) is a complex submanifold of Z. That done. the '"linear cycle space" Mn ==
component of Y in {gY Ig E G and gY contained in D} is aStein manifold. Also. D is (s +
I )-complete where Y has complex dimension s. So one expects cohomology only in degree
s for negative vector bundles E -+ D. Now consider the double fibration v : WlJ = {(:.'. y') E

D x MD Iz' E Y'} -+ Mo, J.I: Wo -+ D, and a sufficiently negative homogeneous holomorphic
vector bundle E -+ D. For various reasons one expects to capture certain representations of .
Go in the fonn of Frechet space representations as its action on HS(D: O(E)). But estimates
on the subquotient space HS(D; O(E)) are not so easy. so one tries to carry that analytic
problem over to a problem of estimating functions on the Stein manaifold M/). For this one
wants

(a) a natural injection j: HS(D; O(E)) -+ HS(WD.; O(J.l"'E)) by pul1back and tensor over the
structure sheaf of WD,

(b) a natural injection HS(WD; O(J.l·E)) -+ HO(Mo; RS
( O(Ji*E))) by the Leray spectral se

quence of the proPer holomorphic map v, and

(c) explicit description of the image of the composite map P : HS(D; O(E)) - HO(Mn;
RS

( O(J.l·E))). .

Thai composite map is the double fibration transform. The most famous casc is the Penrosc
transform, where Go =: SU(2~2). In any case the description should be in terms 01' a systclll
of PDE from which one can make good apriori estimates.

Here I describe what I know about these double fibration transforms in the case whcre Goi Ku
is a bounded symmetrie domain. This is joint work with Roger Zierau (Oklahonla).
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